English












Non- fiction – Retrieve information from nonfiction text about the Vikings.
Non-fiction writing- The Viking way of life.
Story writing about meeting a Viking.
Letter writing.
Recognising and writing sentences in different
forms with correct punctuation- statements,
questions, exclamations and commands.
Punctuation- using an apostrophe, commas in a
list and inverted commas.
Writing in the past and present tense using
suffixes- ing, -ed.
Talk about seaside holidays we have
experienced.
Seaside poems (acrostic-alliteration)
Write a story about a day at the beach.

PSHE



Things that are
special to me.
Staying safe at the
beach.

RE




Things that are
special to Christians
and Sikhs.
Stories form the
book of Genesis.

Maths







Computing





The Vikings are coming!

Seasides-then and now

Locate on a map where the Vikings came from
and where they travelled to.
Use geographical terms, vocabulary and maps

History.






Use computer games to support learning in maths and
reading.

Geography


Place value and money
Addition and Subtraction- written methods..
Fractions and time
Multiplication and Division
Measures, including reading scales
Problem solving

Understand how we use artefacts to find out about the Vikings.
Develop a chronological understanding of the Viking
Use different sources of information to discover
- Who were the Vikings and where did they come from?
- Why and where did they invade Briton? Why were they successful raiders and
invaders.
- Why were they great explorers, how and where did they travel.
- What was everyday life like for the Vikings who settled in Briton.
Discover what the Vikings did for us- the Viking legacy.

Science


Observe and describe.



Group, identify and classify.



Living things in contrasting environments



Animals and habitats working together.

PE



Games – fielding and striking
Athletics- preparing for sports day.

Art and Design


Use a range of materials creatively to design
and make 3d artwork linked to our Viking
research.

Music



Play and perform using their voices and playing

untuned musical instruments.

